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Abstract. As Business Intelligence evolves from oﬀ-line strategic decision making to on-line operational decision making, the design of the
back-end Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) processes is becoming even
more complex. Many challenges arise in this new context like their optimization and modeling. In this paper, we focus on the disconnection
between the IT-level view of the enterprise presented by ETL processes
and the business view of the enterprise required by managers and analysts. We propose the use of business process models for a conceptual
view of ETL. We show how to link this conceptual view to existing business processes and how to translate from this conceptual view to a logical
ETL view that can be optimized. Thus, we link the ETL processes back
to their underlying business processes and so enable not only a business
view of the ETL, but also a near real-time view of the entire enterprise.
Keywords: Business Intelligence, ETL, Process & Conceptual Models.
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Introduction

Enterprises use Business Intelligence (BI) technologies for strategic and tactical
decision making, where the decision-making cycle may span a time period of several weeks (e.g., marketing campaign management) or months (e.g., improving
customer satisfaction). Competitive pressures, however, are forcing companies to
react faster to rapidly changing business conditions and customer requirements.
As a result, there is an increasing need to use BI to help drive and optimize business operations on a daily basis, and, in some cases, even for intraday decision
making. This type of BI is called operational business intelligence.
Traditionally, business processes touch the OLTP databases, analytic applications touch the data warehouse (DW), and ETL provides the mapping between
them. However, the delay between the time a business event occurs and the time
that the event is reﬂected in the warehouse could be days. In the meantime,
the data is likely to be available but it is stored in the data staging area in a
form that is not available for analysis. In operational BI, knowing the current
state of the enterprise may require the provisioning of business views of data
that may be in the OLTP sources, already loaded into the DW, or in-ﬂight between the sources and the DW. The notion of ETL is now generalized to that of
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integration ﬂows, which deﬁne these business views. In addition, the BI architecture must evolve to the new set of requirements of operational BI that current
data warehouse architectures cannot handle. In particular, a complex variety of
quality requirements and their tradeoﬀs need to be considered in the design of
integration ﬂows.
In this paper, we present an approach to the design of integration ﬂows
for operational BI that links BI to the operational processes of the enterprise.
Our approach is based on a layered methodology that starts with modeling the
business processes of the enterprise, and the BI information requirements and
associated service level objectives, and proceeds systematically to physical implementation through intermediate layers comprising a conceptual model and a
logical model. The methodology is centered on the notion of quality objectives,
which we call collectively the QoX objectives and are used to drive the optimization of the design [13]. An important feature of our design methodology is
the use of business process models for the business requirements and conceptual
models of ETL designs. This has several advantages. First, it provides a uniﬁed
formalism for modeling both production (operational) processes as well as the
end-to-end enterprise data in the warehouse; this oﬀers a high level view of the
process populating the DW. Second, it provides a business view of the intermediate enterprise state. Third, it enables ETL design from a business view that
hides the low-level IT details and therefore facilitates the speciﬁcation of Service
Level Agreements (SLAs) and metrics by business analysts.
The value of a layered methodology is that the ETL ﬂow can be modeled and
represented in a form that is appropriate for users of that layer. At the conceptual
layer the ﬂow is presented in business terms. At the logical layer, the ﬂow is
expressed as logical IT operations, a form that is suited for optimization and
is also independent of any speciﬁc ETL engine. The physical layer is expressed
using operations speciﬁc to the implementation technology. A key beneﬁt of our
approach is coupling all these layers and using QoX to guide the translation
process.
Contributions. Our main contributions are as follows.
– We capture quality requirements for business views.
– We propose a conceptual model for ETL based on an enriched business
process model with QoX annotations.
– We present a logical model for ETL having an XML-based representation,
which preserves the functional and quality requirements and can be used by
existing ETL engines.
– We describe techniques to map from conceptual to logical and then, to physical models, while facilitating QoX-driven optimization.
Outline. The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes
our QoX-driven approach and layered methodology for ETL design. Sections
3 and 4 present the business requirements model and the conceptual model,
respectively. Section 5 describes the logical model and Section 6 the mapping
from conceptual to logical and logical to physical models. Section 7 overviews
the related work and Section 8 concludes the paper.

2

Layered QoX-Driven ETL Modeling

As shown in ﬁgure 1, our design methodology starts with a business requirements
model that speciﬁes the required business views in the context of the operational
business process whose execution triggers the generation of those views. Business
views are information entities that allow the user to view how the business is
going in a timely manner. They are derived from source data manipulated by
business processes and correspond to facts and dimensions in a data warehouse.
Business requirements are usually captured by a business consultant through
interviews with the business users. Then, a conceptual model is deﬁned by the
ETL designer that contains more technical details (but, it is still a high level
model). The conceptual model is used for producing a logical model that is more
detailed and can be optimized. Finally, we create a physical model that can be
executed by an ETL engine. Only the physical model ties to a speciﬁc ETL tool,
whilst the other layers are agnostic to ETL engines.
The functional and non-functional requirements gathered at the business
layer as SLAs are deﬁned over a set of quality objectives which we represent
as a set of metrics called QoX metrics. A non-exhaustive list of QoX metrics
includes: performance, recoverability, reliability, freshness, maintainability, scalability, availability, ﬂexibility, robustness, aﬀordability, consistency, traceability,
and auditability. Some metrics are quantitative (e.g., reliability, freshness, cost)
while other metrics may be diﬃcult to quantify (e.g., maintainability, ﬂexibility).
In previous work, we have deﬁned these metrics and have shown how to measure
them [13, 14]. In this paper, we use a subset of these metrics to illustrate how
QoX metrics drive the modeling.
At each design level, QoX objectives are introduced or reﬁned from higher
levels. There are opportunities for optimization at each successive level of speciﬁcation. Optimizations at all design levels are driven by QoX objectives. These
objectives prune the search space of all possible designs, much like cost-estimates
are used to bound the search space in cost-based query optimization. For example, there may be several alternative translations from operators in the conceptual model to operators in the logical model and these alternatives are determined by the QoX objectives and their tradeoﬀs. Similarly, the translation from
the logical model to the physical model enables additional types of QoX-drive
optimizations.

3

Business Requirements

The ﬁrst level of our layered architectural model for QoX driven design is the
business requirements level. Traditionally business requirements are informally
captured in documents and dealt with in an ad-hoc manner. Our goal in this
level is four-fold. First, we need to identify the data entities needed for decision
support that are to be created and maintained by the ETL processes. These
correspond to the business views. Second, we need to relate the business views
to events in the operational business processes that aﬀect them. These events

Fig. 1: Layered approach for ETL

Fig. 2: Connecting Order-to-Revenue operational processes to DailyRevenue business
view

represent the input sources for the business view. Third, we need to express
quality requirements on the business views as SLAs on QoX metrics. Fourth, we
need to collect the business rules that specify how the objects in the operational
processes are to be mapped into objects in the business view.
For example, consider a hypothetical, on-line, retail enterprise and an associated business process for accepting a customer order, fulﬁlling and shipping
the order and booking the revenue. Such an Order-to-Revenue process involves a
number of workﬂows that utilize various operational (OLTP) databases. A Shopping subprocess would support the customer browsing and the shopping cart. A
Checkout subprocess would validate the order and get payment authorization. A
Delivery subprocess would package and ship the order. Figure 2 illustrates how
the shopping subprocess sends order details of the shopping cart to the checkout
process. In turn, the check-out subprocess sends a validated order to the delivery
subprocess. The delivery subprocess may then send messages for each individual
delivery package and when the full order has been completed.
Suppose there is a business requirement for a DailyRevenue business view
that computes total sales by product by day. That raises the question of what
constitutes a sale. An item might be considered sold at customer check-out (the
order details message in ﬁgure 2), after the order is validated (the validated order
message), when the product is shipped (the shipped item message) or when
all items in the order have shipped (the order complete message). The choice
depends on the business need but, for correctness, the daily revenue business view
must be linked to the appropriate business events in the operational processes.
For our example, we will consider an item is sold when the order is complete.
Once linkages to the business events are understood, the QoX for the business
view must be deﬁned. For DailyRevenue, suppose there is a requirement to generate a weekly report. This corresponds to a freshness requirement that no more
than one week can elapse between a sale and its inclusion in the DailyRevenue
business view. For another example, suppose there is a reliability requirement
that the report must be generated on a weekend night and that the ﬂow that
implements the report should be able to tolerate two failures during execution.
This translates into a reliability requirement that the view must complete within

8 hours and may be restarted (either from the beginning or from some recovery
point) at most twice.
Finally, the detailed business rules for constructing the business view must
be collected. For example, suppose internal orders should not be counted as
revenue. In that case, the rule for detecting an internal order must be deﬁned and
included in the business view. As another example, there may be a requirement
that revenue from EU countries should be converted from euros to dollars and
tax should be calculated on US orders.
Given the QoX, business rules and relevant business events from the operational processes, the next step is to construct the ETL conceptual model as
described in the next section.

4

Conceptual Model

There is a fundamental disconnect between the real-time view of the enterprise
provided by the operational systems (e.g., OLTP systems) and the historical,
analytical view provided by the data warehouse. These two views are reconciled
by ETL but the ETL processes are themselves opaque to business users. Operational data stores have been employed to bridge the gap but this adds yet
another view of the enterprise; e.g., three data sources, three data models, three
query systems.
We believe the use of a formal model for the ETL conceptual level can bridge
the disconnect. We propose the use of business process models for the conceptual
level. In our approach, for each business view of a data warehouse there is a corresponding business process to construct that view. This has several advantages
as mentioned in the Introduction.
4.1

BPMN as an ETL Conceptual Model

In this section, we describe how we adapt BPMN (Business Process Modeling
Notation [4]) for ETL conceptual models. BPMN is a widely-used standard for
specifying business processes in graphical terms. A related speciﬁcation, BPEL
(Business Process Execution Language), was considered but it is more focused on
details of process execution than process speciﬁcation and semantics. The legend
in ﬁgure 3 shows the modeling components we use in our BPMN diagrams. They
should be self-explanatory. For a complete description of BPMN, see [4].
Design patterns. A major challenge in using business process models is that
ETL fundamentally describes a data ﬂow whereas business process models describe control ﬂow. Note that the proposed BPMN version 2.0 includes features
for capturing dataﬂow but they are not yet adopted nor widely available in tools.
Another challenge is that ETL generally operates over batch datasets that represent an entire day or perhaps week of business activity. On the other hand,
an operational business process represents a single business activity. In other
words, an ETL ﬂow aggregates a number of business ﬂows. These two diﬀerent

perspectives must be reconciled. A third challenge is our need to capture QoX
within a BPMN model. We discuss these issues in turn.
To address the data ﬂow issue, we associate documents with tasks in a business process and use these to represent the data ﬂow. Each task has an associated
input document and an output document. The input document describes the input data objects and their schemas as well as parameters for the task. The output
document identiﬁes the result object and its schema. To track the QoX for the
ETL process, a distinguished document, QoX, is designated to contain the QoX
parameters.
To address the conversion from single process instances to batch datasets, we
use a design pattern that models each business view as four related ﬂows: scheduler, extract, fact, and load. Note that in this context, fact is used generically
to refer to any warehouse object, i.e., dimensions, roll-ups as well as fact tables.
The scheduler orchestrates the other three ﬂows, e.g., starting and stopping, encoding QoX as parameters, and so on. The remaining ﬂows correspond roughly
to the extract, transform and load steps of ETL. The extract ﬂow is responsible
for interfacing with operational business processes. Probes inserted into the operational business processes notify the extract ﬂow of relevant business events.
The extract process accumulates the business events and periodically (as per
the freshness requirement), releases a batch data object to the fact ﬂow. In our
model, data objects are modeled as hypercubes. This is a familiar paradigm for
business users. In addition, operations over hypercubes are readily translated
to relational algebra operators [1] so this facilitates translating the conceptual
model to the logical model.
The fact ﬂow performs the bulk of the work. It uses the raw business event
data collected by the extract process and transforms it to the warehouse view.
The resulting view instance (e.g., fact object) is then added to the warehouse by
the load ﬂow. Note that quality objectives must be captured at three levels of
granularity: process level, ﬂow level, and task (operator) level. The distinguished
QoX document addresses the ﬂow level. Document associations address the task
level. The process level is addressed by a (global) process level QoX document
that is inherited by all ﬂows.
4.2

Example of an ETL Conceptual Process

We illustrate our approach using an example process for DailyRevenue. Suppose
the DailyRevenue fact table records the total quantity, revenue, and average time
to ship each product sold each day, and that its schema is <dateKey, prodKey,
quantityT otal, revenueT otal, T imeAvg>.
A BPMN diagram for the DailyRevenue fact process is shown in ﬁgure 3. The
other processes are either compressed or not shown to simplify the presentation
and also because they convey implementation details that are not necessarily
of interest (e.g., process orchestration) at the conceptual level to the business
user. Assume that the quality objectives specify high reliability in addition to
freshness (e.g., one week). The scheduler ﬂow includes the QoX document at the
start of the ﬂow (not shown). The scheduler then starts an extract ﬂow, delays

Fig. 3: DailyRevenue ETL Conceptual Model
for the freshness interval, then stops the current extract ﬂow and loops back
to start a new extract for the next freshness period. Note that to simplify the
diagram we do not show all document associations within a ﬂow.
The extract ﬂow aggregates order information needed to compute the DailyRevenue fact. A key point is the linkage of this ﬂow to the operational business
process that conﬁrms an order, i.e., Delivery. The extract ﬂow receives a message
from Delivery for each completed order. Note that this is a conceptual model
and does not require that an implementation use a message interface to an operational business process. The translation from conceptual to logical to a physical
ETL model will use QoX objectives to determine if the extract ﬂow should use
a (near real-time) message probe or a periodic extract from a source table.
For the speciﬁed freshness period, extract collects the orders, building a conceptual hypercube. At the end of the freshness interval it sends the accumulated
order hypercube to the the fact process. For this example, we assume the fact
process computes three aggregate values for each date and product: total quantity sold, total revenue and average time to ship the product. As mentioned
earlier, we assume three business rules relating to internal orders, EU currency
conversion, and US state taxes.
Figure 3 shows details of the fact ﬂow (dailyRevFact). The main ﬂow of the
process is executed, conceptually in parallel, for each lineitem slice of the orders
hypercube. The idResolve operation represents identity resolution, a concept
familiar to business managers (e.g., a customer may have multiple aliases, a new
customer must be added to the master data, and so on). At the logical level, this
operation includes surrogate key generation but that level of detail is hidden by
the abstract operation. In addition, there are other predeﬁned functions useful
for all ﬂows; e.g., dateDiﬀ, lkupTable, appendFile, currCvt, etc.. Other functions
may be speciﬁc to a single business view. At the end of the fact ﬂow, the orders
hypercube is rolled-up on the date and product dimensions. This creates new
facts that are added to the warehouse by the load process (not shown).

4.3

Encoding the ETL Conceptual Model

A number of vendors and open-source projects support the creation of BPMN
models using a GUI (e.g., [6, 10]). However, the original BPMN speciﬁcation did
not include a (textual) serialization format. This is a problem for our approach
because a serialization format is needed in order to process the conceptual model
and generate an ETL logical model. In fact, the proposed BPMN version 2.0 does
include an XML serialization but it is not yet adopted. In the meantime, XPDL
is in wide use as a de facto standard XML serialization for BPMN models and
we use it for now.
The mapping from our BPMN models to XPDL is straightforward and not
detailed here due to space limitations. For example, we use a Package for each
business view and, within a package, one Pool per process. The mapping of
BPMN to XPDL MessageFlows, Artifacts, WorkﬂowProcesses, Associations is
obvious. XPDL DataFields are useful for sharing QoX metrics across ﬂows. Each
XPDL object (an XML element) has a unique identifer in its Id attribute and
we use that to reference the object from other elements. Clearly, there is also a
mapping from attribute names in the process diagrams (e.g., prodNo) to elements
in the data objects, but that need not be presented in this view. Finally, XPDL
includes attributes for specifying the placement of model elements in a graphical
representation.

5

Logical Model

In this section, ﬁrst we present theoretical underpinnings for the logical model
and then, we provide its representation in XML.
5.1

Preliminaries

An ETL design can be represented as a directed, acyclic graph (DAG) of vertices
and edges, G = (V, E) [17]. The vertices are either data stores or activities –a.k.a.
operations and transformations. As in [14], each node has a set of input, output,
and parameter schemata; however, here we focus on modeling QoX metrics and
for clarity of presentation we do not mention such schemata. The ETL graph
represents the ﬂow of data from the source data stores (e.g., operational systems)
to the target data stores (e.g., data warehouse and data marts). The data ﬂow
is captured by the edges of the graph called provider relationships. A provider
relationship connects a data store to an activity or an activity to either another
activity or a data store. Such constructs are adequate for capturing the data ﬂow
semantics and functionality and are used by existing logical models (see Section
7). We extend these models as follows.
For incorporating additional design information like business requirements,
Qx , (as QoX metrics and values), physical resources needed for the ETL execution Rp , and other generic characteristics, F (e.g., useful for visualization), we
extend the ETL graph and we consider its parameterized version G(P ), where
P is a ﬁnite set of properties that keep track of the above information.

Formally, an ETL design is a parameterized DAG G(P ) = (V (P ), E), where
P = Q x ∪ Rp ∪ F .
If we do not wish to keep additional design information, then P can be
the empty set. In addition, P may contain zero or more elements according
to the design phase. For example, at the logical level, the ETL design does
not necessarily contain information about the physical execution (e.g., database
connections, memory and processing requirements), and thus, Rp may be empty.
As we have discussed, additional design information like the QoX metrics
can be assigned at diﬀerent abstraction levels: at a ﬂow (e.g., ‘the F ﬂow should
run every 15min’ or at a certain operation ‘add a recovery point after the O
operator’). While the parameterized DAG G(P ) covers the former case, the
latter case is modeled through the parameterized vertices V (P ). For example,
for meeting a certain recoverability requirement, we may have decided that it is
worth to add a recovery point after a certain operator O; we can model this as
O(Qx ), Qx = {add RP }.
As with the parameterized DAG, the parameterized vertices may contain
zero or more elements of P , which at diﬀerent design levels are used diﬀerently. For example, for a speciﬁc operation at the logical level a property named
‘operational semantics’ describes an abstract generic algorithm e.g., merge-sort,
whereas at the physical level it contains the path/name/command for invoking
the actual implementation code that executes this operation.
For example, consider ﬁgure 4a that depicts the ETL graph, say G1 , for the
DailyRevenue previously discussed. To denote that G1 should run every 15min
(freshness), have mean time to recover (MTTR) equal to 2min, use 2GB of memory and 4 CPUs, and use a certain database dbx for temporary storage, we can
write: G1 (P ) = {{cycle = 15min, M T T R = 2min}, {memory = 2GB, cpus =
{cp1, cp2, cp3, cp4}, tmpdb sid = dbx}}. Alternatively, we can optimize the design for recoverability [14] and push the requirement for recoverability down at
the operator level. A possible outcome of this optimization might be that the
MTTR requirement can be achieved if we add a recovery point after an expensive series of operators and in particular after an operator Ok . Then, we write:
G1 (P )={{cycle=15min}, {memory=2GB, cpus={cp1, cp2, cp3,cp4}, tmpdb sid=
dbx}} and V1 (P ) = {..., Ok ({addR P }, {}, {}), ...}.
Finally, it is possible to group parts of an ETL ﬂow in order to create ETL
subﬂows. In other words, an ETL graph G(P ) may comprise several subgraphs
Gi (Pi ), where P = ∪∀i P i .
5.2

Encoding the ETL Logical Model

Although diﬀerent design alternatives have been proposed for the logical modeling of ETL ﬂows (see Section 7), which are based either on ad hoc formalisms or
some standard design language (e.g., UML), we follow a novel approach and use
XML notation for representing logical ETL models. Since there is no standard
modeling technique for ETL, we choose to work close to the prevailing practice
in the market. Many commercial ETL tools use XML for storing and loading
ETL designs. We call our logical ETL model xLM.

Start dailyRevFact
Qx: freshness=15, MTTR=2
Rp: memory=2, cpus={cp1,cp2,cp3,cp4}

LineItem

Extract

GroupBy
{Date,
ProdNum}

Filter
{shipAddr=
null}

SK
{Date}

SK
{ProdNum}

...

Load

DailyRevenue
Fact

End

<design>
<nodes>
<node>
<name>Lineitem</name>
<type>datastore</type>
<optype>TableInput</optype>
</node>
<node>
<name>Extract</name>
<type>activity</type>
<optype>ExecSQL</optype>
</node>
<node>
<name>(date,prodNum)</name>
<type>activity</type>
<optype>GroupBy</optype>
</node>
<node>
<name>SK(prodNum)</name>
<type>activity</type>
<optype>SKassign</optype>
</node>
<node>

...

(a) ETL graph

<node>
<name>Load</name>
<type>activity</type>
<optype>ExecSQL</optype>
</node>
<node>
<name>DailyRevenueFact</name>
<type>datastore</type>
<optype>TableOutput</optype>
</node>
</nodes>
<edges>
<edge><from>Lineitem</from><to>Extract</to>
</edge>
<edge><from>Extract</from><to>(date,prodNum)</to>
</edge>
<edge><from>(date,prodNum)</from><to>SK(prodNum)</to>
</edge>

...

<edge><from>Load</from><to>DailyRevenueFact</to>
</edge>
</edges>

...

</design>

(b) xLM representation

Fig. 4: DailyRevenue ETL logical model
xLM uses two main entities: the design and node elements. <design/> represents an ETL ﬂow (or an ETL graph). ETL subﬂows are denoted as nested
<design/> elements. <node/> represents a vertex of the ETL graph (either
activity or recordset). Next, we elaborate on these two elements.
<design/> element. It contains all the information needed for representing
an ETL ﬂow. Its main elements are as follows:
<node/>: Each <node/> represent a vertex of the ETL graph (see below).
<edge/>: An edge stands for a provider relationship connecting two vertices
(activities or data stores). It has (a) a name, (b) a starting vertex, (c) an ending
vertex, (d) additional information like enabled or not, partitioning type (if it
participates in a partitioned part of the ﬂow), and so on.
<properties/>: ETL graph properties involve a set of QoX metrics deﬁned
at the ﬂow level. Such properties are deﬁned as simple expressions of the form:
<qmetric> θ <value> or f (<qmetric>)θ <value>. qmetric is a quantitative
metric for non-functional requirements; i.e., QoX metrics (e.g., MTTR, uptime,
degree of parallelism, memory, cpus). f can be any built-in or user deﬁned function (e.g., an aggregate function like min, max, avg). θ can be any of the usual
comparison operators like <, ≤, =, ≥, >, =, and so on. A value belongs to
a domain speciﬁed accordingly to the respective qmetric; thus, the variety of
value domains has a 1-1 mapping to the variety of qmetric domains. Example properties are: ‘cycle=15min’, ‘MTTR=2min’, ‘failure probability ≤ 0.001’,
‘max(tolerable failures) = 2’, and ‘execution window = 2h’.
<resources/>: This element speciﬁes the set of resources needed for ETL
execution. Typical resources are: memory, cpus, disk storage, db-connections,
paths for tmp/log storage, and so forth. For example, we may specify the following resources: memory=2GB, cpus={cp1,cp2,cp3,cp4}, tmpdb sid=dbx.
<f eatures>: This generic element comprises metadata needed for the visualization of the ETL ﬂow. Typical metadata are x- and y- coordinates of the
design (usually, of the upper right corner of its bounding box), colors for each
node type, language of the labels, font size and type, and so on.

<node/> element. It represents a speciﬁc vertex of the ETL graph. It
consists of several elements that specify, customize, and deﬁne the operation of
the vertex. Its main elements are as follows:
<name/> and <type/>: The name and type of the vertex; a vertex can be
either activity or data store.
<optype/>: The operational type of a vertex deﬁnes its operational semantics. We consider an extensible library of ETL activities (operations) in the spirit
of [17] (e.g., ﬁlter, join, aggregation, diﬀ, SK assignment, SCD-1/2/3, pivoting,
splitter/merger, function). The operational type can be any of these if the node
represents an activity. If the node is a data store, then the optype represents the
nature of the data store; e.g., ﬁle, relational table, xml document, and so on. (At
the physical level, this element speciﬁes the path/name/command for invoking
the actual implementation code that executes this operation.)
<schemata/>: This element describes the schemata employed by the node.
These are the <input/>, <output/>, and <parameter/> schemata. The cardinality of the ﬁrst two is equal or greater than one. If the node is a data store,
then it has only one schema (without loss of genericity, one input schema) with
cardinality equal to one. The input and output schemata stand for the schema of
a processing tuple before and after, respectively, the application of the operation.
The parameter schema speciﬁes the parameters needed for the proper execution
of the operation. For example, for a ﬁlter operation Of , the input schema can
be {id, age, salary}, the output schema is the same, and the parameter schema
is {age>30, salary<$3000}.
We also consider <properties/>, <resources/>, and <f eatures/>, with a
meaning similar to the one of the respective <design/> elements. For example,
we may have: <resources><tmpdir> java.io.tmpdir </tmpdir></resources>.
Figure 4b shows a fragment of the logical model (only part of the data ﬂow)
for the DailyRevenue process. Without delving into many details here (see Section 6.1), observe how the conceptual extract becomes a table read (extract
activity) and the message from extract to the fact ﬂow becomes a data ﬂow
(connecting this operation with the rest ﬂow). Some properties from the conceptual model are used to create a control ﬂow. For example, the conceptual design
we discussed before requires that the extraction process should run with a frequency determined by the timestamp range of [curTime - freshness, curTime].
Clearly, this information is used to schedule the task at the control ﬂow.

6

Multi-layer Design

In this section, we present methods for creating lower level designs starting from
higher level ones. In particular, ﬁrst we discuss how we can produce a logical
model starting from a conceptual design and next, how we can exploit the logical
model for optimizing it and then, producing a physical one. Obviously, since a
higher level model lacks the details that a lower level model requires, in each step,
a designer should intervene and complement the design with the information

required. Our goal is to facilitate this process and provide the designer with an
ETL representation that does not change much among diﬀerent design levels.
6.1

Conceptual to Logical Models

The translation from the conceptual to the logical models is based on modeling
the dataﬂow objects as hypercubes, describing some task operations as hypercube operation and recognizing other operations based on two techniques: search
for patterns and use a simple language. As we discussed, hypercube operations
are readily translated to relational algebra operations using known techniques.
Pattern search is a design technique applied on the conceptual design for
identifying logical operations. There are several patterns that one may identify
on a workﬂow [15]. In addition to those, in the context of ETL, some patterns
are of extreme interest like patterns representing ﬁlter and extract operations,
or parallelization. For example, in the dailyRevFact ﬂow there is an exclusive
branch (checking if shipAddr is null) where one branch terminates immediately.
This is a common pattern that reﬂects a ﬁlter operation (removing rows from a
dataﬂow). As another example, the dailyRevExtract ﬂow (not shown) includes
a message receive task (the order complete message) followed by slice operations
and insertion into an orders hypercube and a customer hypercube. This pattern
reﬂects the extraction of data from a data source to staging tables where the
slice divides the source data into two domains. But, as mentioned earlier, the
QoX could require that staging tables not be used, e.g., for high freshness.
The language technique is declarative and it exploits annotation information
from the conceptual design. It can be used for example in cases like: the sales
tax table lookup task in dailyRevFact could be implemented in one of several
ways depending on the size of the lookup table, the resources available or the
performance requirements. Similarly, the idResolve function is a template with
several implementations where the choice may depend on the type of varying
dimension, for example.
Essentially, each conceptual design construct has been annotated with documents containing the following information: (a) a name, (b) a set of input,
output, and parameter schemata, (c) a set of QoX objectives, and (d) a set of
expressions. For such annotations, we use a simple language. The schemata are
captured as: <schema type><schema card> [<attr1 >, ..., <attrk >].
For example, for an operation that has two input schemata, for the second
one if it involves two attributes a1 and a2, we write:
<schemata><schema type=in card=2>
<attributes><attr> a1 </attr><attr> a2 </attr></attributes>
< /schema>< /schemata>

The QoX objectives are stored as a set of strings that contains elements of
the form: f (<metric>)θ <value> (see properties in Section 5.2 for f , θ, value).
For example, ﬁgure 5 shows an objective for max(f reshness)=12.
Expressions are stored similarly. The expression set may contain notes as
narratives. These notes are not to be automatically translated or used; they are

<QoX objectives>
...
<objective>
<f unction> max </f unction>
<metric> f reshness </metric>
<operator>=</operator>
<value> 12 </value>
</objective>
...
</QoX objectives>

Fig. 5: Example objective

Fig. 6: Example Kettle k::transformation

intended to be used by the designer who will manually take the appropriate
actions.
It is straightforward for an appropriate parser to transform such information
from one model to the other (essentially from one XML ﬁle containing XPDL
constructs to another XML ﬁle containing xLM constructs).
Both XPDL and xLM describe graphs so there is a natural correspondence
between many elements. XPDL activities map to xLM nodes. XPDL transitions
become xLM edges. XPDL workﬂows become xLM designs. XPDL document
artifacts that describe dataﬂow are converted to schemata for nodes. QoX in the
XPDL become properties either at the ﬂow level or the node level.
However, the translation from XPDL to xLM is not mechanical. As we discussed, patterns in the XPDL are converted to speciﬁc operators. QoX objectives
may aﬀect the choice of operator or ﬂow sequence. Parameters for templated
nodes (e.g., those with alternative implementations) must be selected, etc.
6.2

Logical to Physical Models

Once we have modeled ETL at the logical level, we have both: (a) an ETL
graph comprising activities and data stores as vertices and provider relationships
as edges, and (b) a representation of the design in XML form. (Although our
approach is generic enough and the logical XML ﬁle can be transformed to other
proprietary formats as well, we use an XML representation for ETL graphs, since
most ETL tools use the same format for storing and loading ETL designs.) The
former representation can be used for optimizing the design, whilst the second
for creating a corresponding physical model.
Elsewhere, we have proposed algorithms for optimizing logical ETL designs
solely for performance [12] and also, for freshness, recoverability, and reliability
[14]. The input and output of our optimizer [14] are ETL graphs, which can be
translated to appropriate XML representations interpretable by an ETL engine.
Therefore, when we ﬁnish processing the logical model (after we have complemented it with the appropriate details and optimized it) we create a corresponding physical design. The details of the physical design are tied to the speciﬁc ETL
engine chosen for the implementation. Then, the task of moving from the logical

Fig. 7: DailyRevenue ETL Physical Model (in Kettle)
to the physical level, essentially is taken care of by an appropriate parser that
transforms the logical XML representation to the XML representation that the
chosen ETL engine uses.
As a proof of concept, we describe how the proposed logical XML representation can be mapped to the XML format used by Pentaho’s Kettle (a.k.a.
Pentaho Data Integration or PDI). Similarly, it can be mapped to other solutions
like Informatica’s PowerCenter, and others.
Kettle supports ‘jobs’ and ‘transformations’ for representing control and data
ﬂows, respectively. In the generic case, our <design/> element maps to a ‘job’,
and if it contains nested <design/>’s then these maps to ‘transformations’.
Brieﬂy, a part of the XML schema for a kettle transformation is shown in ﬁgure
6. It has three parts. The ﬁrst involves physical properties (e.g., db connection,
etc.) and it can be populated with the Rp of the ETL (sub)graph G(P ) mapped
to this ‘transformation’. The second part (<order/>) speciﬁes the order and interconnection of ETL activities, which corresponds to the provider relationships
of G(P ). The third part involves the ETL activities (<step/ >) and contains all
metadata needed for their execution (e.g, partitioning method, memory, temp
directory, sort size, compression), parameters needed (i.e., <f ields/>), and visualization information (<GU I/>). Depending on the type of each <step/> the
metadata will change; e.g., in ﬁgure 6, if the <type> of the <step> is SortRows
the described operation is a sorter.
Thus, for a certain vertex of G(P ), v(P ), the name and optype are mapped
to <name/ > and <type/> of a step. The input schemata are used for the definition of the source data stores. If we need to modify a schema, and given that
the type of <step/> allows to do so, then we update the schema of <step/> according to the formulae: generated attributes = output schema - input schema,
and projected out attributes = input schema - output schema. The parameter
schema of v(P) populates <f ields/>. The physical resources Rp of v(P ) are
used to populate accordingly the physical resources of <step/>. Similarly, the
properties Qx that made it to the physical level are mapped to the respective
ﬁelds. For example, a requirement about partitioning populates the respective
element by ﬁlling the <method/> and also deﬁning other related parameters as
<copies/> (e.g., degree of parallelism), <distribute/>, and so on. A requirement about increased freshness would aﬀect the implementation type; e.g., by
making us choose an algorithm that can handle streaming data instead of using

an algorithm which performs better (and possible more accurately) when it processes data in batch mode. Finally, some features (either of G(P ) or of a v(P ))
are diﬀerent in each design level. For example visualization information (e.g., xand y- coordinates) is diﬀerent in logical and physical designs, since the designs
may contain diﬀerent nodes and have diﬀerent structure.
In terms of our running example, ﬁgure 7 shows a physical model for the
DailyRevenue process previously discussed. Note the eﬀect of optimization in
that surrogate key generation for the RevenueFact was moved forward in the
ﬂow to appear with the other surrogate key methods (preceding the ﬁlter). Also
note the use of Kettle methods for conditional branches, function invocation,
and database lookup.

7

Related Work

In business process modeling, the business artifact centric approach has been
proposed [3]. This approach relates to our approach in that our business views
could also be considered business artifacts. However, business artifacts refer to
objects in the OLTP databases that are manipulated by the operational business
processes throughout their lifecycle. Business views in contrast, are BI information entities necessary for business analysis and decision support.
Several eﬀorts have been proposed for the conceptual modeling of ETL processes. These include ad hoc formalisms [17] approaches based on standard languages like UML (e.g., [7]) or MDA (e.g., [8, 9]). Akkaoui and Zimányi present a
conceptual model based on the BPMN standard and provide a BPMN representation for frequently used ETL design constructs [2]. Habich et al. propose an
extension to BPEL, called BPEL-DT, to specify data ﬂows within BPEL processes [5]. The intuition of this work is to use the infrastructure of web services
to support data intensive service applications. Our work diﬀers in that we provide a complete framework that covers other design levels beyond the conceptual
one. We consider business and integration processes together and include quality
objectives (QoX metrics) that pass seamlessly through the design layers.
The logical modeling of ETL processes has attracted less research. Vassiliadis
et al. use LDL as a formal language for expressing the operational semantics of
ETL activities [16]. ETL tools available in the market provide design interfaces
that could be used for representing logical ETL models. However, since the
designs provided are closely related to the execution layer, it’s diﬃcult to provide
a logical abstraction of the processes. Also, to the best of our knowledge, there
is no means for incorporating quality objectives into the design.
The only work related to our multi-layer design approach is a previous eﬀort
in translating conceptual (expressed in ad hoc notation) to logical ETL models
(in LDL) [11]. Here, we use standard notation, and tools and techniques closer
to those provided by commercial ETL tools. Also, we describe a comprehensive
approach that captures QoX requirements at the business level and propagates
them to lower design levels.

8

Conclusions

We described a layered methodology for designing ETL processes for operational Business Intelligence. This methodology is novel in that it uses a uniﬁed
formalism for modeling the operational processes of the enterprise as well as
the processes for generating the end-to-end business views required for operational decision-making. The methodology starts with gathering functional and
non-functional requirements for business views. Then, we discuss how to design conceptual and logical models. We also present a method for translating
one model to another, in order to produce the ﬁnal physical model that run in
an ETL engine of choice. The whole process is driven by QoX objectives that
transferred through all the design levels. We illustrated the methodology with
examples derived from a real-world scenario of an on-line retail enterprise.
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